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Beginning of Plato’s Gorgias,
in a manuscript from !
c. 9th century CE !
(the “Codex Oxoniensis
Clarkanius”)!
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Main topics/arguments in
Gorgias
✤

Weʼll look at each of these in what follows...!

1. What is oratory and what is its value? What might it be good for?"
-- How does it differ from philosophy?!
2. What is the best kind of life? "
-- Is it worse to do or suffer injustice?"
-- Is it better to live justly, and keep appetites under control, or be
unjust in order to fulfill appetites as much as we can?!
3. Which craft should politicians practice, in order to promote the best
kind of life for citizens? Can oratory do this?!

What is oratory? (who would be
modern-day orators?)
✦

✦

✦

Making (long) speeches (p. 4, 448d; p. 5, 449b) for the purpose of
persuasion (p. 10, 453a)!
Gorgias: “... the ability to persuade by speeches judges in a law court,
councillors in a council meeting, and assemblymen in an assembly or in
any other political gathering that might take place” (p. 9, 452e).!
Gorgias: “...itʼs concerned with those matters that are just and unjust” (p.
11, 454b)"
-- Socrates: but orators donʼt need to have knowledge of what they speak
about (p. 18, 459c)"
-- Socrates: and oratory is a knack that aims at pleasure, not a craft that
aims at doing good things to peopleʼs souls, as justice is (pp. 24-26)!

Notice how oratory is linked to
battle, to fighting & winning
✦

✦

✦

First couple of lines, p. 1!
Gorgias links oratory to physical training for fighting (boxing,
wrestling) (p. 15, 456d-457b)!
Socrates notes that his Q&A method can be misunderstood as trying
to “win” (p. 16, 457c-d; p. 10, 453c; p. 12, 454b-c)"
-- Callicles accuses Socrates of trying to “win” (p. 97, 515b)!
Socrates does think thereʼs one contest worth fighting, though (pp.
111-112, 526d-e)!
✦

Oratory vs. Socratesʼ method of
discussion; how would you characterize
the latter?
✦

In other dialogues, heʼll often ask someone who claims to know
something, to explain what that thing is (e.g., justice, piety, love)!
✤

✦

✦

--But Socrates begins this text by asking someone else (Chaerephon)
to ask Gorgias the first question (p. 2, 447c) -- I find this puzzling !

Then, he uses series of questions to get the other person to see for
themselves some problem with their view (often inconsistency)!
Sometimes the dialogue ends w/no clear answers; not so here--we do
get Socratesʼ own views, partly through Q&A with himself -- I find
this intriguing; still working on what I make of it!

What Socrates says about value
of his method of Q&A
✦

✦

Various benefits: (p. 10, 453c; p. 12, 454b-c; p. 97, 515b)!
Allows one to establish something as likely true and to act
accordingly, but keep examining it nevertheless (p. 89, 508e-509a) !
✦

✦

For this to work, though, need to keep trying to find people to
refute the belief/claim, and accept refutation as beneficial step in
getting to truth (p. 16, 458a; p. 86, 506c)!
Also, for this to work, the person Soc is talking to needs to say
what s/he really thinks (p. 68, 495a) -- not true of Callicles towards
the end (e.g., p. 72, 497c; p. 79, 501c)!

What is oratory? (contʼd)
✦

✦

A part of flattery, which is a knack (not a craft) (p.2, note 4; p. 77,
500b; pp. 78-78, 501a-501c)!
Aimed only at producing gratification and pleasure (p. 23, 462e; p.
24-26, 464b-d)!
✤

-- Callicles keeps changing views to please crowd (acc. to Socrates)
(p. 51, 481d) "
-- Callicles just goes along with what Soc says after awhile, to
please Gorgias or Soc. himself (p. 72, 497c; p. 79, 501c; p. 95, 514a)"
-- Callicles accuses Socrates of being a “crowd-pleaser”--thatʼs all
Callicles knows, so assumes S is doing that (p. 52, 482c; p. 68, 494d)!

Oratory & flattery: mere imitations,
inferior copies (p. 24-26, 464b-465d)
Soul!
crafts!

Craft of
politics:
legisl. &
justice !

Body!
flattery!

crafts!

flattery!

gymnastics
legislation! sophistry! (physical cosmetics!
training!
justice!

oratory!

medicine!

pastry
baking!

How ought we to live? (1): Which is
worse--Doing or suffering injustice?
✦

✦

✦

Socrates: “doing whatʼs unjust is actually the greatest of evils” (p. 32, 469b)"
-- note that “evil” here also means bad in the sense of harmful (note 21, pp.
39-40) !
Polus tries to refute Socratesʼ claim by talking about what most people
think (p. 33, 470d; p. 38, 473e)"
-- orators are concerned with gratifying & persuading large crowds!
Socrates: injustice is the worst kind of corruption and harm in the soul (p.
45-46, 477c-e)"
-- need a craftsperson to give justice as medical treatment to soul, to give it
order and organization (p. 46-47, 478a-d; p. 83, 504a-d)"
-- this will be the best kind of politician--politics as providing legislation &
justice (as in table above)!

How ought we to live? (2) 
✦

✦

✦

✦

Should we allow our appetites to be unrestrained, have an
undisciplined and free soul, as Callicles says? (p. 64, 491e-492a)!
Callicles: the justice Socrates is talking about is a counterfeit, a faulty
remaking of nature; it is justice by convention rather than whatʼs truly
just (by nature) (p. 54, 483d) (p. 64-65, 492a-b)!
What is truly good is simply what is pleasant (p. 68, 495a)"
--so it would make sense that orators just aim for pleasure; donʼt aim
for pleasure instead of whatʼs good...pleasure just is whatʼs good!
No time here to talk about Socʼs criticisms of these claims!

How should we engage in
politics to model souls for best
life?
✦

✦

✦

Socrates argues that pleasure is not the same as good, and Callicles
seems to agree that we should only fulfill those pleasures that are
good/beneficial "
-- and that it takes some kind of craftsman to determine which
pleasures are good and bad (pp. 76-77, 499d-500a)!
This sort of craftsperson should give order/organization to the soul
(as physical trainers & doctors do for body) (p. 83, 504a-b)!
What sort of craft is it that can do this? Oratory?!

How should we engage in
politics to model souls for best
life?
✦

There are two kinds of oratory: !
1. the kind that aims at flattery (discussed already); also similar to
that which takes place in theatre (pp. 80-81, 502b-503a)!
2. “that of getting the souls of the citizens to be as good as possible
and of striving valiantly to say what is best, whether the audience
will find it more pleasant or more unpleasant” (p. 81, 503a)"
-- aims to make listeners have justice and self-control in souls (p.
84, 504e)"
-- this is the “true oratory” (p. 100, 517a)"
-- a practice of remodeling souls, rather than trying to please them
as they are!

How should we engage in
politics? (contʼd)
✤

✦

✦

Does anyone engage in this sort of oratory, the political practice that
aims at whatʼs best for souls (as opposed to the imitation of it, the
flattering kind of oratory?)!
Socrates claims to do so: “Iʼm one of a few Athenians … to take up the
true political craft and practice the true politics. This is because the
speeches I make on each occasion do not aim at gratification but at
whatʼs best.” (p. 105, 521e)!
Socrates is trying to remodel Calliclesʼ soul, but it doesnʼt work (p. 85,
505c)"
-- Socrates concludes that they need some “better way” to convince
Callicles (p. 95, 513c-d)...but we are left without that way here.!

